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Fibromyalgia Syndrome is a chronic disorder characterized by abnormal pain, fatigue, depression, cognitive dysfunction and sleep disturbance. The body's immune, hormonal, and nervous systems are involved. The author proposes a model from his clinical practice where a relapsing human Herpesvirus 4 infection of ss-lymphocytes causes inappropriate activation of immune system components, thus leading to typical FMS signs and symptoms. This clinical model was subsequently embodied in a computer based on the author's human nervous system function emulator, which imitates the brain's biochemicalneural-cognitive operations. This Forth language emulator program runs on a multiprocessor network recently enhanced with 8-core 32-bit CPUs. Supplemental analog circuit boards provide support for an artificial neural network, synthetic emotion and cellular substrate-receptor binding activity simulation. The effects of antiviral antibiotics and other chemicals on this disease are included in the emulator.